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Jamie Scroggins, an employee of Mystic River Paintworks, coats a fence at a job site on
Montauk Avenue in Stonington Friday.
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Marketing a fresh coat of paint
By Lee Howard

Publication: The Day

Venerable Mystic business uses new media to boost sales

Alix Stanley was looking for a fresh way for his nearly 25-year-old painting business to stand
out in the midst of local economic stagnation.

So, a few months ago, the owner of Mystic River Paintworks turned to the New London firm
Sea Sites to craft a video promotion that he hoped would reach a new audience on Facebook.

According to Stanley, the promotion worked. Only a few weeks after the video first started
appearing in a prime spot on Facebook pages of people from Essex to Newport, Mystic River
Paintworks has gained two referrals that led to appointments thanks partly to the minute-and-
a-half advertisement.

"I try to differentiate myself from the competition," Stanley said. "I try to support my brand."

Stanley admitted that a flashy-looking ad is a bit unexpected from a business that hasn't
changed much in the past quarter century, but he felt like he wasn't getting enough bang for
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his buck from traditional marketing techniques such as the Yellow Pages.

And, with six men in the field, he wanted to ensure that work was at a steady flow. In boom
times, Stanley employed twice as many workers.

"The economy has taken its toll," he said. "Business is much better than last year, but we're
still much lower than we were in the mid 2000s."

So when Stanley met John Spinnato, co-owner and vice president of Sea Sites, at a networking
group called BNI it didn't take much convincing to give video marketing through social networks
a try.

"I had no idea it was as affordable as it is," Stanley said.

Michael Fagan, president and co-owner of Sea Sites, said a lot of painters count on referrals to
generate business. Social media, he said, are simply another way of making connections with
people. The video becomes something of an icebreaker, he added, allowing potential clients to
become comfortable with a person before giving someone a call.

The video placement for Mystic River Paintworks is being done both geographically and by age,
so teenagers with no interest in hiring the company will not see the ads. Adults targeted will be
able to click on the video in an advertising spot on the Facebook news feed, Fagan said.

"We're really happy with the results," Fagan said.

The philosophy of Sea Sites is not to script the ads. Instead, Stanley answered about 15
questions that were then edited down to make a cohesive presentation.

"They were organic responses," Fagan said. "It feels real because it is real."

The video includes cinematic pans of the painting process. But Fagan said no one was directed
to do something they wouldn't normally be doing or lost time painting because the
videographer got in their way.

"Staging comes across as artificial," he said.

Stanley, through his video, comes across as experienced, passionate and professional. And
that's the point of producing an advertisement featuring a live human being versus the static
presentation seen in other media, Fagan said.

"Companies are trying to become become storytellers and trying to come up with original
content," he said. "There's a lot of experimentation going on."
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